**Inland Frost & Light Freeze Early on Wed & Thurs Mornings**

- **Freeze Warning** in Effect for Inland SE GA, the I-10 and I-75 Corridor west of Jacksonville and south to Gainesville early Wed Morning
- **Frost Advisory** in Effect for coastal SE GA, coastal Nassau, coastal Duval, Inland St. Johns, Putnam and Marion counties

**Isolated Thunderstorm Potential Fri Afternoon through Mon**
FREEZE WARNING

WEDNESDAY MORNING

Warning Area Low Temps: 28 to 32 °F

Freezing Temp Duration: 2 – 6 hrs

FROST Likely
Inland SE GA & NE FL

Seven-Day Graphical Tropical Weather Outlook
National Hurricane Center Miami, Florida

No Disturbances

No new tropical cyclones are expected during the next seven days.

Tropical development is **NOT expected** through the next 7 days.

Current Info